Bulletin 2 Final (English)
Historical Cup Dnipro (PreO)
all changes will be shown in yellow

Final Online Orienteering Competition (Pre-O).
Time: June 21 19:00 (UTC + 3)
Location :Online: Square them. Ivan Starov, Dnipropetrovsk.
Distance: 16 KP + 1 Time, masstart. Marking system: Google form.
Original map scale: 1: 2500.
Organizers: Orienteering Club "Nash Club"

Distance Author: Kurochkin Dmitry (Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine)
Everyone is allowed to participate in the competition.
Competition Program:


June 19, 18:00 - the end of the acceptance of applications (registration) https://forms.gle/JooXNnDjbt5sitYK6



June 21, 10:00 - publication of a card with a distance for printing (optional) https://forms.gle/tSMsXErLxtf6hXeC9 and starting numbers (by mail to each
participant and on the site)



June 21 19:00 - general start of the competition https://forms.gle/mjWuMFgBGtahQxh79



June 21, 20:00 - closing the distance (end of the control time)



June 21 20:16 - start of the Time-KP - https://forms.gle/FbqmBLDef1Jqeh7i6



June 21 20:22 - closing of the Time-KP



June 21 22:30 - publication of preliminary results



June 22 - publication and submission of final results

Technical information:
Distance "accurate orientation" (PreO): 16 tasks + 1 time-control. On the map published in advance,
the distance will be indicated. The distance must be passed in the given sequence at the specified
control time (60 minutes). The photo was taken from the decision point (it will be marked with a
symbol on the map). Participants determine from a decision point which prism corresponds to a
given legend and the center of the circle on the map.
The card must be downloaded before the start (from 10:00 to 18:00), preferably printed. In Google
form, at first there will be a link to the map, but there will NOT be maps on the tasks.
On some KP photos from other angles are possible to simplify the solution of the problem. They
will be marked as F1-1, F1-2, etc. The main photo is always marked "DP" (Decision Point). From it
the order of prisms is determined.
Prisms do not have inscriptions or other designations, are defined as follows from left to right: the
leftmost prism flag is “A”, then “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F” (in international designations: Alfa, Bravo,
Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot. The answer is also possible - the absence of a flag prism on the
object in the center of the circle, which is called the zero answer or “Z” (Zero). Zero tolerance
- 2m, 90 °.
At the Time-KP - three tasks, a control time of 180 seconds, the answer is Zero impossible. The
penalty for an incorrect answer is 60 seconds. For failure to appear at the start of the Time-KP, the
participant automatically receives a travel time of 360 seconds.
The area is parked, with historical monuments of architecture of Dnepropetrovsk. Tasks in
historical places will not be difficult from a technical point of view. The map was updated in June
2020 as much as possible. After the competition, along with the results, participants will have the
opportunity to get acquainted with historical places from a distance in the prepared document.

Sample:

DP-1

Reviews can be left on Google form - https://forms.gle/Jx3R8E32sWkkdggz6
Ranging:
1) The number of answers coinciding with the judges (who has more - the higher in the protocol); 2)
The time spent on passing the Time-KP taking into account the fine.
Awarding:The first 3 participants with the best result will receive electronic letters in the mail after
the final protocol of the results.
Pre-registration is carried out in Google form - https://forms.gle/JooXNnDjbt5sitYK6
In it, the participant fills in all the fields necessary for registration with reliable data. Then, on the
morning of the day of the competition, starting numbers will be published and sent to the
participants, which must be entered in the starting form. Carefully fill in the start number field. If
the number is incorrect, the participant’s result will not be recorded!
The costs of conducting are paid by the organizers of the competition. Participation in the
competition is free.

Each of the participants can support the organizers of the competition and become a sponsor. An
account has been opened for a charitable contribution to the development of orientation in the
region.
To pay a charity contribution in Ukraine, it is enough to replenish the Privat Bank card - 5168
7573 6818 9850 - Kurochkin Dmytro Oleksandrovich.
Information for international transfers:
KUROCHKIN DMITRY, index 49094,
BENEFICIARY:

Ukraine,area Dnipropetrovska,city
Dnipro,street Mandrykivska,building
173,flat 54

ACCOUNT:
26205715713985
BANK OF BENEFICIARY:

PRIVATBANK, 1D HRUSHEVSKOHO
STR., KYIV, 01001, UKRAINE
SWIFT CODE/BIC: PBANUA2X

CORRESPONDENT ACCOUNT:
0011000080
INTERMEDIARY BANK:

JP MORGAN CHASE BANK
SWIFT CODE/BIC: CHASUS33

IBAN:

UA413052990000026203867513325

All sponsors will receive a letter of thanks from the organizers, and will be noted in the results
protocols marked “sponsor”, and the first 3 sponsors will receive memorable letters regardless of
their result.
As mentioned above, I personally close the Trail-O season online with these competitions. Next
time we will see you on the forest trails. I wish you all a successful start!
This provision is an official invitation to the competition.
Stay tuned for new bulletin on our website.

